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By Jason Wilson

Signal Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd Revised edition.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The most European of South American cities, Buenos Aires
evokes exile and nostalgia. A nineteenth-century replica of Paris or Madrid set adrift in an alien
continent, its identity is neither of the Old World nor the New. The city s rootlessness has famously
found expression in the melancholy of tango and, more recently, in a vogue for psycho-analysis
even more widespread than New York s. Jason Wilson explores this contradictory and culturally
rich city by tracing its development from remote settlement to modern metropolis. Taking
landmarks, both well-known and hidden, as starting-points for a journey of discovery, he looks at
the events, people and writing which have shaped modern Buenos Aires and its cultural life. The
city of Borges and Cortazar: the European literary tradition, magical realism and fantasy, the
construction of an Argentine voice. The city of tango: the music of longing and despair, a meeting-
point of machismo and sensuality, lowlife culture of the port. The city of passions: the cult of Evita
Peron, the life-and death matter of football, the totalitarian political legacy.
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Very beneficial to all category of folks. We have study and that i am sure that i will planning to go through yet again again in the future. Its been printed in
an extremely straightforward way in fact it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where actually changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Emmett Mann-- Emmett Mann

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just quickly can get a satisfaction of
looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexandra Weissnat-- Alexandra Weissnat
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